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Abstract
Deep model-based Reinforcement Learning (RL) has the potential to substantially
improve the sample-efficiency of deep RL. While various challenges have long held
it back, a number of papers have recently come out reporting success with deep
model-based methods. This is a great development, but the lack of a consistent met-
ric to evaluate such methods makes it difficult to compare various approaches. For
example, the common single-task sample-efficiency metric conflates improvements
due to model-based learning with various other aspects, such as representation
learning, making it difficult to assess true progress on model-based RL. To address
this, we introduce an experimental setup to evaluate model-based behavior of RL
methods, inspired by work from neuroscience on detecting model-based behavior in
humans and animals. Our metric based on this setup, the Local Change Adaptation
(LoCA) regret, measures how quickly an RL method adapts to a local change in the
environment. Our metric can identify model-based behavior, even if the method
uses a poor representation and provides insight in how close a method’s behavior is
from optimal model-based behavior. We use our setup to evaluate the model-based
behavior of MuZero on a variation of the classic Mountain Car task.
1 Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) has seen great success [13, 17, 6, 2], but it’s no coincidence that
these successes are almost exclusively on simulated environments—where samples are cheap—as
contemporary deep RL methods have notoriously poor sample complexity. Deep model-based RL is
a promising direction to substantially improve sample-efficiency. With model-based RL, an estimate
of the transition dynamics and reward function is formed and planning techniques are employed to
derive a policy from these estimates. For long, this approach did not combine well with function
approximation, especially deep neural networks, due to fundamental problems such as compounding
errors when predicting multiple steps into the future [20]. Recently, however, a number of papers
have come out reporting success with deep model-based RL [15, 7–9, 4], including state-of-the-art
performance on the Atari benchmark [16].
These recent successes bring to the forefront some interesting research questions, such as, "What
strategies are employed to mitigate the compounding error issue?", "What are the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the various deep model-based methods?", and, last but not least, "How much room
is there for further improvement?". Addressing such questions requires a clear notion of the target of
model-based learning and a metric to measure progress along this target.
Currently, a common metric to evaluate model-based methods is single-task sample efficiency.
However, this is a poor metric to measure progress on model-based learning for a number of reasons.
First, it conflates improvements due to model-based learning with various other aspects, such as
generalization and exploration. Second, it provides little insight into the relative performance
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compared to an ideal model-based method. And last but not least, single-task sample-efficiency is
arguably not the problem setting that best shows the relevance of model-based learning. The true
sample-efficiency benefits manifest themselves when an agent can re-use its model for multiple tasks.
Inspired by work from neuroscience for detecting model-based behavior in humans and animals [5],
we define a problem setup to identify model-based behavior in RL algorithms. Our setup is build
around two tasks that differ from each other only in a small part of the state-space, but have very
different optimal policies. Our Local Change Adaptation (LoCA) regret measures how quickly a
method adapts its policy after the environment is changed from the first task to the second. Our setup
is designed such that it can be combined with tasks of various complexity and can be used to evaluate
any RL algorithm, regardless of what the method does internally. The LoCA regret can uniquely
identify model-based behavior even when a method uses a poor representation or uses a poor choice
of hyper-parameters that cause it to learn slowly. In addition, the LoCA regret gives a quantitative
estimate of how close a method is to ideal model-based behavior.
2 Notation and Background
An RL problem can be modeled as a Markov Decision ProcessM = 〈S,A, P,R, γ〉, where S denotes
the set of states, A the set of actions, P the transition probability function P : S ×A× S → [0, 1],
R the reward function R : S ×A× S → R, and γ the discount factor. At each time step t, the agent
observes state st ∈ S and takes action at ∈ A, after which it observes the next state st+1, drawn from
the transition probability distribution P (st, at, ·), and reward rt = R(st, at, st+1). A terminal state
is a state that, once entered, terminates the interaction with the environment; mathematically, it can
be interpreted as an absorbing state that transitions only to itself with a corresponding reward of 0.
The behavior of an agent can be described as a policy pi, which, at time step t, takes as input the
history of states, actions, and rewards, s0, a0, r0, s1, a1, ....rt−1, st, and outputs a distribution over
actions, in accordance to which action at is selected. If action at only depends on the current state st,
we will call the policy a stationary policy. For each MDP there exists a stationary optimal policy pi∗
that maximizes the discounted sum of rewards,
∑∞
i=1 γ
i−1ri, and the goal of an RL algorithm is to
find this optimal policy after interacting with the environment for a sufficient amount of time. Note
that any learning algorithm, by its nature, implicitly implements a non-stationary policy, because the
actions it takes in any particular state will change over time in response to what it learns about the
environment. The specific way an agent changes how it takes actions in response to newly observed
information can be used to classify the agent’s behavior as, for example, model-free or model-based
behavior.
Traditional (tabular) model-based RL methods estimate P and R from samples and then use a
planning routine like value iteration to derive a policy from these estimates [3, 11]. Such methods
typically include strong exploration strategies, giving them a huge performance edge over model-free
RL methods in terms of single-task sample efficiency, especially for sparse-reward domains. In most
domains of interest, however, the state space is either continuous or can only be observed indirectly
via a (high-dimension) observation vector that is correlated, but does not necessarily disambiguate
the underlying state. On such domains, these traditional model-based methods cannot be applied.
To deal with these more complex domains, deep model-based RL methods often learn some
embedding-vector from observations and learn transition models based on embeddings. In con-
trast to their traditional counterparts, deep model-based methods typically use naive exploration
strategies, as effective exploration is still a very challenging problem for domains with state spaces
more sophisticated than finite tabular ones. We discuss the various approaches to deep model-based
RL in more detail in Section 4. First, we dive into the main topic of this paper: measuring model-based
behavior.
3 Measuring Model-Based Behavior
In neuroscience and related fields, a well-established hypothesis about decision making in the human
brain is that there are multiple, distinct systems. There is a habitual, or model-free system that
evaluates actions retrospectively by assigning credit to actions leading up to a reward, much like
what happens in temporal-difference learning. There is also a more deliberative, model-based
system that evaluates actions prospectively, by directly assessing available future possibilities. These
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for evaluating model-based behavior. Task A and task B have the
same transition dynamics, but a reward function that is locally different. γ should be close to 1, to
ensure that for most of the state-space, an optimal agent moves toward the high-reward terminal. An
experiment consists of first pretraining a method on task A, followed by local pretraining around T1
of task B. After pretraining, the agent is trained and evaluated on the full environment of task B. The
additional training a method needs before it has fully adapted to task B determines the size of the
LoCA regret.
different modes of decision-making lead to distinct behavioral patterns that can be identified using
appropriately set-up experiments, such as the two-step decision-making task introduced in [5].
Artificial agents are not necessarily bound to these two modes of learning. Variations of these modes
can be developed along different dimensions to the point that using a binary label to classify such
methods loses its usefulness [18]. Moreover, similar behavior may be generated using very different
internal processes [21]. Nevertheless, it is useful to consider what behavioral characteristics an ideal
model-based agent would exhibit, given the neuroscience interpretation of a model-based system.1
Such an agent is able to make accurate predictions about future observations and rewards for any
hypothetical sequence of actions. And it can use this capability to reason about the consequences of
all possible future action-sequences and deduce from this the optimal action to take at the current
time. Each new observation updates its internal model of the world and hence each time it has to take
a new action, this reasoning process is repeated such that the agent always takes the best action using
its most up-to-date model of the world.
The speed at which newly observed information results in policy changes throughout the state-space
is one of key behavioral characteristic of model-based learning that sets it apart from other forms
of learning. And therefore our experimental setup that is introduced below has been build around
measuring this speed in a way that removes confounding effects as much as possible.
3.1 Experimental Setup
The behavior we want to evaluate is how quickly newly observed information influences the policy
throughout the state space. We formalize this as follows: consider two MDPs with shared state and
action space: MA = 〈S,A, PA, RA, γ〉 and MB = 〈S,A, PB , RB , γ〉, where PA and RA differ
from PB and RB only locally. That is, only a small number of state-action pairs have different
transition dynamics and/or reward. Let pi∗A be the optimal policy for task A, and pi
∗
B be the optimal
policy task B. Note that a local difference in dynamics/reward can result in a global difference
between pi∗A and pi
∗
B . Furthermore, let piA ≈ pi∗A be the policy after training a method on task A; and
piB ≈ pi∗B after training that method on task B. We want to measure how quickly an agent that is
trained on task A changes its policy from piA to piB after it is placed in task B and has observed the
local difference in dynamics/reward.
In the specific experimental setup we propose, task A and task B contain two terminal states, T1 and
T2, at opposite sides of the state space (see Figure 1). The transition dynamics of the two tasks are
the same (PA = PB), but there is a local difference in the reward function. Specifically, the reward
1In the context of this paper, we ignore the computational aspects of various approaches, even though in
neuroscience, the time taken to make a decision is sometimes used as a feature to identify the mode of learning.
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for reaching T1 is 4 for task A and 1 for task B. The reward for reaching T2 is 2 for both tasks and
the reward is 0 everywhere else. There is a one-way passage close to T1 that guarantees that when an
agent is initialized close to T1, it will never observe anything beyond the local environment of T1, no
matter the actions it takes.
An experiment consists of three phases. In the first phase, the agent is trained on task A until all
of its internal representations have converged to their final values (whether this is a model, a value
function, a policy estimate, or a combination of these). In the second phase, the agent is placed on
task B and trained on the local environment of T1, by using an initial state distribution beyond the
one-way passage. In the third phase the agent is trained on task B using an initial state distribution
that enables the agent to explore the full state space. The first two phases are pretraining phases. We
collectively refer to these two phases as LoCA pretraining. Only the behavior shown during the third
phase is used to evaluate the agent.
The agent is evaluated by stopping training during phase three at regular intervals and running the
agent for n evaluation episodes on task B, using an initial state distribution approximately in between
T1 and T2. Under policy pi∗A, trajectories starting from this distribution end up in T1; by contrast,
under policy pi∗B , they terminate in T2. The fraction of evaluation episodes that the agent ends up in
T2 (within some predefined number of time steps) is used to measure the progress of the agent. We
refer to this fraction as the top-terminal fraction. Our main metric, the LoCA regret, is based on this
fraction, as we will show below.
3.2 Evaluation of Experimental Setup
T1 T2
Figure 2: Gridworld task (25× 4).
Existing tasks can be adapted to follow the experimental
setup outlined above. For example, we combine the setup
with the classical Mountain Car task in Section 5. Here,
we analyze in more detail the usefulness of the setup using
a simple tabular navigation domain (Figure 2) for which
strong model-based methods can easily be implemented. We used a discount factor γ of 0.97, which
ensures that for most the state-space an optimal agent moves to the high-reward terminal.
We compare the performance of the model-free method Sarsa(λ), using λ = 0.95 and ‘dutch traces’
[22], with a model-based method with and without pretraining. The model-based method, MB-VI,
simply learns a (tabular) model of the transition dynamics and reward and uses value iteration to
derive a policy from the model estimate. To mimic the effect of a poor representation, we also applied
these methods to a variation of the task, where we expanded the state space with a random variable
that does not affect the dynamics or reward, artificially increasing the size of the state space by a
factor Smultp. To mimic the use of poor hyperparameters, we show the results of a version of MB-VI
where we made the step-size parameter α for learning the model 10 times as small( αmultp = 0.1) as
the default value used.
Comparing the left and middle graph of Figure 3 shows that the top-terminal fraction metric correlates
well with the average return metric, but it has the advantage of implicit normalization. Hence, in the
rest of this paper we only consider the top-terminal fraction. Comparing the middle and right graph
shows the significance of LoCA pretraining. The different versions of MB-VI all learn an accurate
model after sufficient environment interaction and use a perfect planning routine for the task at hand.
Nevertheless, without pretraining, the methods cannot be distinguished from a model-free method
like Sarsa(λ). By contrast, with LoCA pretraining, the model-based methods are revealed by showing
optimal behavior right from the start.
We can summarize the behavior succinctly by measuring the regret with respect to an optimal policy:
regret =
∞∑
i=0
(1− fi) ·∆train
where fi the i-th evaluation of the top-terminal fraction and ∆train the number of training time steps
between consecutive evaluations.2 If this regret is used in combination with LoCA pretraining, we
refer to this regret as the LoCA regret. In Table 1, we show the default regret as well as the LoCA
2To get a finite regret, a method needs to solve the task eventually; if this is not the case, a finite-horizon
version of the regret can be used.
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Figure 3: Performance on task B for model-based and model-free methods. Smult indicates the
state-space multiplier (to mimic poor representation); αmult indicates the step-size multiplier (to
mimic poor hyper-parameters). (left) traditional average return metric and no pre-training. (middle)
top-terminal fraction with no pre-training. (right) top-terminal fraction with LoCA pretraining.
regret for the methods described above plus some additional ones, averaged over 10 runs. In particular,
we also show the regret for a method, indicated by MB-SU, that uses the same model-based learning
as MB-VI, but instead of doing value iteration at each time step, it performs a single value update for
the current state. This helps us understand the behavior of a model-based method with a low-quality
planning routine.
The results from Table 1 reveal some key insights about our setup:
1. A method that learns an accurate environment model in the end and has a strong planning
routine obtains 0 LoCA regret, even if it learns the model slowly because it includes irrelevant
features or uses sub-optimal model-learning hyperparameters.
2. A method that does not learn a model or learns a model but uses poor planning can be
affected by the quality of representation; nevertheless, a great representation cannot make
up for the lack of a model and/or poor planning.
Based on these observations, we argue that our setup and regret metric are useful for measuring
progress on model-based learning. While initial progress can be made by simply focusing on finding
a good representation or implementing techniques to boost model-free learning (for example, using
eligiblity traces), at some point, to make further progress, the agent has to start learning a model
of the environment and implement a strong planning routine. Furthermore, the better the model
and the stronger the planning, the less the generalization behavior of a method matters. Note that
representation learning can still be a critical component for model-based methods indirectly, because
it may affect the quality of the overall model that can be learned.
While the LoCA regret is our main performance metric for measuring model-based behavior, it can
be useful to consider the gain achieved from LoCA pretraining. The last column in Table 1 shows the
gain relative to a Q-learning baseline, computed as follows:
gain =
default regret
LoCA regret
; relative gain =
gain method
gain baseline
.
A gain relative to a model-free method like Q-learning that is significantly larger than 1 suggests that
a method learns something useful during pretraining that can be transferred between task A and task
B. Note that in order to get an unbiased gain, methods should be initialized similarly, as initialization
(f.e. optimistic versus pessimistic initialization) affects the regret without pretraining.
4 Taxonomy of Deep Model-Based Methods
In this section, we review the landscape of deep model-based methods for reinforcement learning.
Deep model-based methods typically learn the forward model of the world which includes a transition
function and reward function. While designing a model-based RL algorithm, there are a number
of important design choices to make, such as, "what type of model to learn?" and "how to use the
learned model?". We discuss the key differences among current deep model-based methods below.
What type of model to learn? The state transition model could either model the entire transition
probability distribution (stochastic model) or just learn to predict the expected next state (expectation
model). While stochastic models are richer than expectation models, they are also difficult to learn.
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Table 1: Regret (×1000) (and standard error) of various methods with and without LoCA pretraining.
method default regret LoCA regret relative gain
Sarsa(0.95) 30.09 (0.22) 14.92 (0.23) 1.17
Sarsa(0.95), αmultp = 0.1 283.95 (0.88) 134.82 (1.71) 1.22
Sarsa(0.95), Smultp = 2 56.80 (0.37) 26.30 (0.36) 1.25
Q-learning 68.25 (0.15) 39.52 (0.18) 1.00
MB-VI 7.29 (0.08) 0.00 (0.00) ∞
MB-VI, αmultp = 0.1 78.79 (0.26) 0.00 (0.00) ∞
MB-VI, Smultp = 5 32.98 (0.19) 0.00 (0.00) ∞
MB-SU 10.25 (0.06) 1.72 (0.06) 3.45
MB-SU, αmultp = 0.1 84.83 (0.29) 1.87 (0.06) 26.27
MB-SU, Smultp = 10 85.61 (0.22) 15.67 (0.10) 3.16
While methods like MuZero [16], Imagination Augmented Agents (I2A) [15], TreeQN and ATreeC
[7] learn expectation models, World Models [8], PLANET [9], DREAMER [10] and PETS family
[4, 23, 14] learn stochastic models of the world. All the above mentioned models except PETS also
learn the reward function. PETS assumes access to the true reward function which makes it limited
when compared to other methods.
How to use the learned model? There are three major ways in which the learned model is used by
the model-based algorithms. One can use the learned model of the world to search for an action
sequence that would give the highest return. This is the common application of the model and
has been done by MuZero, TreeQN, ATreeC, PLANET, and PETS to name a few algorithms. The
other option is to use the model in Dyna-style [18] where the model is used to generate samples
which will be used to improve the model-free components of the algorithm. World Models and
DREAMER follow this strategy. Third way of using the model is as a representation enhancement
for the model-free RL algorithms. Examples for this application includes I2A.
How is the model trained? Model-based methods can be categorized into three types based on
the objective function that the model is trying to optimize for. Algorithms like World Models, I2A,
PLANET, DREAMER, PETS train the model with forward prediction error which aims to learn
models that are as accurate as possible in predicting the future states. On the other hand, the models
can also be trained directly with the final task loss in which case models are expected to be useful
for the task in hand. This includes MuZero, TreeQN, and ATreeC which all learns the model that
minimized the reinforcement learning objective. Other distinction in training the models is whether
they are trained end-to-end or in phases. Most of the models trained with forward prediction error
are trained in phases where the model is first trained with collected trajectories and then the trained
model is used for planning separately. World Model, and I2A followed this strategy. However,
other algorithms like MuZero, ATreeC, TreeQN, PLANET, DREAMER and PETS train the model
simultaneously while learning the end task.
What is the input to the model? The forward models can be learnt either directly from the pixel-
level observation space or from a learnt latent embedding space. While algorithms like I2A and
PETS try to predict the next state directly in the observation space, it is not feasible for complex
environments. It only works for either simple environments or environments with low-dimensional
observations. On the other hand, algorithms like MuZero, World Models, TreeQN, ATreeC, PLANET,
and DREAMER operate in the latent embedding space.
What environments can be modeled? Almost all the model-based RL algorithms we have discussed
in this section has been tested only in fully observable or almost fully observable (like Atari)
environments. Also they are all tested only on deterministic environments where learning an accurate
model of the world is relatively easier. World Models is an exception since the authors showed some
results with stochastic environments and the model itself has some inductive bias which exploits the
stochasticity of the environment. Except for MuZero, PLANET, and DREAMER, all these algorithms
have been demonstrated to work only in dense reward setting while most of the interesting problems
are sparse reward in nature.
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Figure 4: Mountain Car task with two terminal states (left). The distance to terminal state T1 (middle)
and T2 (right), after training Sarsa(λ) on task A and task B, respectively (grey means the agent did
not reach the designated terminal state). An example trajectory is plotted for both cases starting from
the same initial state.
5 Experiments
First, we perform additional experiments on the tabular navigation task shown in Figure 2. In
particular, we explore how an on-policy model affects model-based behavior. An on-policy model
is a (transition) model whose predictions are conditioned on one particular policy, typically the
behavior policy. An example of that is a simple n-step model that predicts, for each state-action
pair, what the state observed n steps in the future will be; the corresponding reward model predicts
the discounted sum of reward accrued over the next n time steps. A reason for studying this setting
is that MuZero—which we evaluate next—has on-policy elements in it. For example, while the
MuZero model in principle can make predictions for any future sequence of actions, the used MCTS
procedure favours rollouts that closely follow the behavior policy.
Table 2: Regret (×1000) with and without LoCA pretraining
method default regret LoCA regret relative gain
1-step model 42.98 (0.17) 1.68 (0.06) 14.81
2-step model 40.25 (0.27) 24.87 (0.77) 0.94
5-step model 34.51 (0.39) 34.77 (1.83) 0.57
Table 2 shows the regret
with and without pretrain-
ing for a 1-step, 2-step and
5-step model. Note that
a 1-step model is the only
model that is not on-policy.
What these results show is
that while adding on-policy
elements to method can help with single-task sample-effiency, they can hurt the model-based behavior
of a method.
Figure 5: Performance with and with-
out LoCA pretraining of Sarsa(λ) and
MuZero (d = 3,  = 0.2).
Next, we evaluate two deep model-based methods on a
variation of the Mountain Car task, the classic benchmark
task in which an underpowered cart has to move up a hill.3
In our variation of the task, the existing terminal state at the
top of the hill corresponds with T1; we added an additional
terminal state to the domain, T2, that corresponds with the
cart being at the bottom of the hill with a velocity close to 0.
We did not explicitly encode a one-way passage. Instead,
close to T1 (for position > 0.4) we map each action index
to the action pushing the cart to the right. Effectively,
this creates a local area close to T1 from which the cart
cannot escape (i.e., the cart will inevitably hit T1 within
a few time steps). For a detailed view of the state-space,
including the evaluation and phase 2 (local pretraining)
initial-state distribution, see Figure 4.
The model-based methods that we evaluate are MuZero, using the implementation provided by [12],
and PLANET, using the implementation provided by [1]. Out of all the deep model-based methods
discussed in the previous section, MuZero is arguably the most impressive one, as it can deal well
3The code of the experiments is available at https://github.com/chandar-lab/LoCA. Additional
implementation details can be found in the supplementary material.
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with high-dimensional, long-horizon domains, as demonstrated by its state-of-the-art performance
on the Atari benchmark. PLANET is interesting because: 1) it has also been shown to work on
sparse-reward domains, and 2) in contrast to MuZero (and DREAMER), it does not contain obvious
on-policy elements such as bootstrapping from a value function.
Because PLANET requires continuous actions, we tested it on a version of Mountain Car that uses
continuous actions, but still has a similar horizon (i.e., the number of steps it takes to go from a state
in the evaluation area to T1 or T2 is similar). PLANET was unable to solve the task—a requirement
for determining the LoCA regret—and therefore, we only show the results for MuZero below. The
most likely reason for PLANET’s poor performance is the long horizon of the Mountain Car task
(80-120 steps), which is considerably longer than the horizon of the spare-reward tasks PLANET has
been shown to work on (f.e., Reacher has a horizon of 10-15 steps).
We compare the performance of MuZero with that of Sarsa(λ) with λ = 0.9. For Sarsa(λ), we used
the common linear representation based on tile-coding [19]. For MuZero, we varied the two main
planning-related parameters: the depth of a MCTS rollout, d, and the MCTS-exploration variable, .
This exploration variable is different from exploration in the behavior policy; it determines how close
MCTS rollouts stay to the current policy. A low value means rollouts stay close to the current policy;
a high value means rollouts will deviate more. In other words, MCTS-exploration controls whether
MCTS behaves like an on-policy or off-policy planning routine.
Table 3: Regret (×1000) with and without LoCA pretraining
method default regret LoCA regret relative gain
Sarsa(λ) 12.55 (1.84) 7.30 (1.05) 1.0
MuZero, d = 3,  = 0.1 20.86 (0.85) 5.93 (0.58) 2.01
MuZero, d = 3,  = 0.2 15.21 (1.23) 2.24 (0.41) 3.25
MuZero, d = 3,  = 0.4 19.42 (0.96) 4.35 (0.19) 2.59
MuZero, d = 5,  = 0.1 14.45 (0.24) 6.12 (0.85) 1.37
MuZero, d = 5,  = 0.2 12.16 (0.84) 2.46 (0.38) 2.87
MuZero, d = 5,  = 0.4 13.57 (0.78) 4.66 (0.31) 1.66
Table 3 shows the
results for sev-
eral -values and
two depth val-
ues. We explored
-values in the
range from 0.1−
0.9, finding that
 = 0.2 provides
the best LoCA
regret (Figure 5
shows the corre-
sponding curve). For  equal to 0.6 and higher, MuZero no longer converged to the correct policy.
Increasing the search dept from 3 to 5 improved the default regret, but it did not improve the LoCA
regret. Overall, our results show that while MuZero substantially outperforms Sarsa(λ) in terms of
the LOCA regret, it is still a fair amount away from ideal model-based behavior.
6 Discussion and Future Work
While the results from Table 2 show that on-policy elements can decrease the ability to quickly
adapt, the results for PLANET and MuZero suggest that on-policy elements play a crucial role in
dealing with long horizons. PLANET contains no obvious on-policy elements, but is unable to
solve the Mountain Car task. And while MuZero can solve the Mountain Car task for small values
of the MCTS-exploration parameter, when this parameter is set too high—making MuZero more
off-policy—it no longer is able to solve the task. This can be explained by the fact that MuZero’s
training procedure for the transition model contains on-policy elements (for example, the model
is unrolled during training according to the behavior policy). Hence, while in principle the model
can make predictions for any future action-sequence, these predictions will be more accurate for
action-sequence rollouts that stay close to the behavior policy. When the MCTS-exploration is set too
high and the rollouts deviate too much from this policy, errors increase and the compounding error
issue, that is a recurring problem for deep model-based RL, flares up again resulting in convergence
issues.
In future work, we plan to perform an extensive empirical comparison of the various deep model-
based methods with respect to the LoCA regret. Besides considering various methods/techniques, we
would like to consider various task-dimensions that can make a problem more or less challenging
from a model-based perspective. For example, expectation models, such as the one used by MuZero,
can result in large compounding errors when the domain is stochastic. So it would be interesting to
consider how MuZero’s performance is affected by stochasticity in the domain.
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7 Conclusion
We introduced a setup and corresponding metric to measure how quickly an RL agent adapts to a
local change in the environment. Adapting quickly to small changes in the environment is a key
feature of model-based behavior and, in and of itself, a skill that is essential for many practical
applications. Our results demonstrate that techniques that can help improve single-task sample
efficiency, may be detrimental to the ability to quickly adapt to changes, highlighting the importance
of the LoCA regret. In particular, including on-policy elements can impede the ability to quickly
adapt to environmental changes. Finally, our evaluation of MuZero highlights some of the challenges
in achieving strong model-based behavior in complex domains: although on-policy elements impede
a method’s ability to quickly adapt, they appear to be an essential component to achieve good
performance on (long-horizon) domains.
Broader Impact
The setup and metric introduced in this paper helps speed up progress towards RL methods that can
quickly adapt to changes in the environment. Adaptability with respect to environmental changes is a
key requirement for many real-world applications, but it is something that current state-of-the-art
RL methods struggle with. As such, this work can be viewed as a step towards pushing RL from
simulated, stationary environments towards real-world applications.
The rise of automated decision-making systems can have many societal consequences, both positive
and negative. Certain types of jobs may be replaced by automated systems, for example, various
types of help-desk services. Another aspect to consider is bias: relying more on automated decision-
making system could potentially avoid biases present in human decision-making, for example, in
legal or healthcare services; on the other hand, there is a risk of introducing new biases related to
how the system is trained, algorithmic biases or the way the system is used. Therefore, a valuable
avenue for future work to increase the chance of positive impact is to study how biases in automated
decision-making systems can be detected and how they can be mitigated.
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A Tabular Experiments
Here, we discuss some additional settings for the tabular experiments. For all tabular experiments,
we used -greedy exploration with  = 0.1. Furthermore, during pretraining and training, we used a
maximum episode-length of 100. For evaluation, we set  = 0, and ran 10 evaluation episodes. For
those 10 episodes, we counted the fraction of episodes that the agent reached terminal 2 within 40
steps. All experiments are repeated over 10 independent runs and averaged.
We used a fixed step-size α for all tabular experiments. For the model-based methods (MB-VI,
MB-SU and n-step model), α is used in the update of the (tabular) transition model and reward
function. For Sarsa(λ) and Q-learning, α is used to update the action-value function. For MB-VI and
MB-SU we used α = 0.2. Because the environment is deterministic, higher values of the step-size
would have been possible here. However, we opted for not making the step-size too high, because
we are ultimately interested in the function approximation scenario where large step-sizes are not an
option. For Sarsa(0.95), we used α = 0.05, because for higher step-size values performance became
unstable. The reason for this is that Sarsa(0.95), in contrast to MB-VI and MB-SU, is a multi-step
method. Therefore, there is stochasticity in the update target even in deterministic environments
due to exploration of the behavior policy. For the same reason, we used α = 0.04 for the n-step
models: for higher values the performance of the 5-step model became unstable. While for smaller
values of n, a higher step-size could be used, we used the same step-size for all n-step models to ease
comparison.
The initialization of a method does not affect the LoCA regret, because these effects are removed by
the first pretraining phase (pretraining on task A until convergence). For the default regret, however,
which does not use LoCA pretraining, the initialization of a method can affect performance. And
because the relative gain is based among others on the default regret, the initialization can affect the
relative gain as well. To remove bias from initialization effects from the default regret (and hence, the
relative gain), there are two options: 1) ensuring that all considered methods are initialized similarly;
2) pretraining on a unrelated task from which no useful information can be transferred. For the tabular
methods, we chose the former option. All methods used optimistic initialization. For Sarsa(λ) and
Q-learning, the action-value function was initialized at 4. For the model-based methods, the initial
transition model predicts a terminal state for each state-action pair; the initial reward model predicts
a reward of 4 for each state-action pair.
B Mountain Car Experiments
In this section, we describe the implementation details of Mountain Car experiments.
B.1 Environment
We used a variation of the classic mountain car environment for our experiments. In particular, we
added another terminal state, T2, that corresponds to the car being at the bottom of the hill with a
velocity close to zero ([(x− 0.52)2 + (10v)2] < R2). In our experiments, we chose R = 0.07. Since
we found MuZero struggling to reach T2, we decided to sample the initial state for both MuZero
and Sarsa(λ) from a mixture of two uniform distributions. With the probability p, the initial state is
sampled from the whole state space (x ∼ [−1.2, 0.5] and v ∼ [−0.07, 0.07]) and with probability
1 − p, it is sampled from a smaller box around T2 (x ∼ [−1, 0] and v ∼ [−0.03, 0.03]). We set
p = 0.5 for our experiments. Moreover, during evaluation phase, the initial state is sampled from an
area which has almost same distance to each terminal (x ∼ [−0.2,−0.2] and v ∼ [−0.01, 0.01]).
B.2 Sarsa(λ)
We used the common linear representation based on tile-coding, which uses 10 overlapping grid-
tilings, each consisting of 10× 10 tiles (for further details, see [19]). Furthermore, we used λ = 0.9
and a learning rate α = 0.05. Also, we used -greedy as the exploration strategy. During the
first pretraining phase (pretraining on task A until convergence),  has an initial value of 1 that
exponentially decays to 0.01. Note that this -decay is simply used to speed up the pretraining phase;
it does not affect the LoCa regret. During the second pretraining phase (local pretraining on task B)
and the training phase, we used a fixed  of 0.1. And during evaluation, we used  = 0.
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B.3 MuZero
For our mountain car experiments, we used the same hyperparameters for MuZero as the ones used
in [16], except those that we mention here.
B.3.1 Network architectures
The input to the representation network is a two dimensional state of the environment. The size output
of the representation network is 8 which will be used as the input to the prediction network. The input
to the dynamics network is the hidden state produced by the representation network concatenated
with a one-hot representation of the action taken. Dynamics network and prediction network consist
of two fully-connected layers followed by the ReLU activation functions. We used 6 values from -1
to +4 for reward support and value support which are the output of reward prediction network and
value prediction network, respectively.
Figure 6: Networks
B.4 Default Regret
As mentioned in Section A, the initialization of a method can affect the default regret and, conse-
quently, the relative gain. Furthermore, because Sarsa(λ) and MuZero have very different internal
representations, it is hard to guarantee that they are initialized in a fair way that does not give an
implicit advantage to either one. For this reason, to compute the default regret, we pretrained both
methods until convergence on a task from which no useful information can be transferred. Pretraining
on the same task until convergence assures methods have the same starting point even if they use
different internal representations and different initialization. The specific pretraining task we picked
was a variation of task A with shuffled action-indices. Specifically, whereas action ‘0’ normally
pushes the cart to the left; in our shuffled version, action 0 is the no-op action. Similarly, action
1—normally the no-op action—pushes the cart to the right, and action 2—normally pushing the cart
to the right—pushes the cart to the left. Note that no useful transition information can be learned
from this form of pretraining, in contrast to LoCA pretraining.
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